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From The Desk of Chairman
Quality Textile is the core of our commitment to the society for
making finest Fabrics, Home Textiles & Garments and giving true
value to our customer’s expectations towards our company with
latest inclination and Designs.
We are committed to our shareholders customers and society for
providing best of us and maintaining trust level between our channel
partners. Again we have followed Green Initiative with our world
class machineries to give environment a reason to keep smiling on us.
From the Inception of the Jindal, it has grown from a Small venture to
a Pulbic Limited company. The story of Jindal success has been written
by the associated people by putting their best effort and making it as
a huge family.
Keeping an eye on the Home Textile, Denim and other core products
Jindal is eyeing on increasing the existing capacities as a result of
increased demand from Domestic and Overseas economies. In recent
years making new clients along with maintaining good relations with
existing clients Jindal as deeply focused upon the Domestic as well
international market.
Jindal is very aggressive and focused about the future targets and
increasing the competitiveness across all products and brands we
offer. Time, quality and competitiveness is again our main focus and
best results are the benchmark.
With optimistic results during the financial years has helped
organization to achieve the heights in the Textile Domain and has
given investors and channel partners a reason to celebrate.
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Denim
“A Rugged Cotton twill Textile” which has change the history of textile
with its unique style and now is the part of day to day lifestyle. We
have already proved ourselves the best player amongst the others by
maintain strong quality standards, high user satisfaction and again
elegance in Denim. The Denim is the ultimately a fabric woven by
Yarns like Lycra, Spandex, Slubs, Rings etc. which is ultimately reflected
to provide Mix Color Wraps, dobby Design, Distinct Dyeing Recipes.,
too. With the help of our reliable and innovative R&D labs we have
implemented ideas and have introduced new and unique Denim
Products each time.

Bottom Weight
Bottom weight is again a part of our expertise and we have been proved
as global performer for the Bottom Weight Products. Having the world
class infrastructure and best machineries to deal with the ever expanding
Global demand with producing uncompromised Highest Quality fabric we
have satisfied our clients in domestic as well international markets.
With its cutting Edge Technology machines we are supplying all most all
type of products like Dobbies, double cloth, corduroys, cotton twills,
cotton tussar, cotton viscose, micro Tussar, pc x pc, etc.

Yarn dyed Shirting fabrics
Yarn is not only about to be woven and converted into a fabric but also
reflects the colors and vibrancy across all its use into fabrication. Which is
the signed of passionate people, Shirting fabric has revolutionized the
people’s daily lifestyle with its vivacious and comfortable feeling over the
years.
We have focused on producing the best Yarn dyed Shirting fabrics for the
global demand and becoming the popular brands amongst other key
players.
We are offering a wide range of quality shirting like this can be Rich Cotton,
Casuals, Plaid, Striped, Micro-Dot, Classic, Military, Western, to match to
any taste with high quality standards of any country, any culture and any
individual

Home Textile
From the years we have understood the basic principal of how home should be and how home can be. Our finest products
based upon different theme and concepts are to make your home more lively even more personal to you no matter what
you think your home should feel, we provide our products for almost of all taste\feels. Our newly and well designed and
innovated fabric for Home comes with a wide variety.
We have been accepted in the millions of homes within the countries like U.S. Canada, Germany, France, Italy, Poland,
Chile, Mexico and Israel, with same passion and quality at we are the best. Of course we are dominating the domestic
market with our easy to reach channel partners and latest fast moving retail Stores Membership Drive Exceeds Goals, and
New retails stores.
The growing number of Indian Consumers has inspired us to increase our
innovation as well as increasing the ranges within Home Textiles
requirements. Even further we are encouraging our designers to make
unique theme based colors and themes to enhance product range.

Infrastructure
We are located at
the
Ahmadabad the Manchester of
early India with having State-ofthe-Art
Operational
Manufacturing
Units
which
continuous and standing for high
End Weaving to confection, and
packaging for retails.
Along with the Highly skilled
Engineers, Efficient Technical
Team and Workers Operating the
Latest CAD Systems, Innovative R
& D Centers, High-End Textile
Testing Centers and Production
Machineries.
Our Plants are well equipped to
produce diversity of Fabrics like
Viscose, Cotton, Acrylic, and
Blends, Width from 112 to 300
cms, GSM from 70 to 500 and
Thread counts from 100 to 1000.

Production Capacity
SEGMENTS
Weaving
Processing
Woven
Knits
Embroidery
Made ups

Annual Capacity
50 Million Meters
50 Million Meters
1000 tones
1800 Million stitches
4 Million sets

We feel proud to provide the Organization monthly news to the responsible people and we are commited to keep them aware with
ongoing news and report of the company each month. We welcome feedbacks from you. Please write your feedback to us on, info@
jindaltextiles.com.

Weaving
We use latest and excellent machines along with
Jacquards
&
Dobbies.
Our Weaving units are
equipped with the State-of-the-art machines like Toyota
from Japan and SULZER from Switzerland. We are
capable to manufacture with the width from 48” up to
124” with any count range and construction with 4
color weft options.
SULZER tm looms are implemented at to enable Jindal
providing weaving Capacity of 34 Million Meters of
Woven, Dobby and Jacquard Designs in wide range by
maintain thread counts between Ne 6’s to 140’s, in
widths from 70 to 500 gsm.
We are having 150 Toyota Air Jet Looms for our Denim
and Bottom Weights Manufacturing units to produce 30
Million meters per year and Picanol Rapiers with Dobby
to manufacture High Quality Fabric with the Capacity of
5 Million Meters.
We are operating 300 Shuttle less Looms and also
planning to expand the existing capacity by adding more
200 shuttle less looms which are under process of
procurement.

Processing
We Process 50 Million Meters of Fabric which is again
an achievement for us and we do this with our World
Class technology Equipments and Processing and
Finishing Integrated Facilities. We are having with
provision of 3 - meter
wide width continuous
processing from singeing, mercerizing and bleaching to
dyeing, printing, finishing & inspection which makes us
most sophisticated continuous processing facilities
across India.
We achieve the range of dyed & finished solids for
Bed stories comprise sateen, percales, flannels and
dobbies, which can be applied with special finishes
like peach, wrinkle - free, anti - bacterial, aromatic &
dust-free.
We have recently added continuous bleaching and continuous dyeing range for wider and narrow width fabrics with a
capacity of 30 million meters per annum.
We have added special finishing machines like lisa, brushing, sue ding for all special finishes along with the special
finishes like peach, anti-wrinkle, anti-microbial, nano etc.
We have added yarn dyeing facilities with a capacity of 2 tons per day for value added yarn dyed fabrics suitable for
sheeting's, shirting's and bottom weights…
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